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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Taking Liberties project examined national security regulation which features the collection, 

analysis and transfer of consumer data to government by private firms. The study was funded by 

the Leverhulme Trust and carried out by staff at the Open University Business School and Oxford 

Brookes University Business School. Focusing on the monitoring of financial transactions 

(through Anti Money Laundering/Counter Terrorist Finance regulations) and the monitoring of 

all journeys made into and out of the UK (through e-Borders or APIS regulations) it investigated 

impacts on the customer relationship in the financial services and retail travel sectors 

respectively. The involvement of private sector firms and their customers in national security 

arrangements has potentially significant implications for the customer relationship. Yet, little is 

known about how firms are coping or what the effects on their business have been.  

Our research made a number of key findings in relation to the financial services sector: 

1. AML/CTF seems to have become routinely embedded into the work of larger financial 

services organisations which have benefitted from economies of scale and from 

sophisticated computer systems to help identify suspicious transactions.  Smaller firms 

have found compliance costly by comparison. 

2. A strong relationship was found between CRM sophistication and the ability to adapt to 

AML requirements. This was particularly relevant to those in front line customer service 

roles. Those organisations who had devolved CRM to the front line (an indicator of CRM 

sophistication) found that front line workers were better able to adapt to AML 

requirements. 

3. AML was enacted within the customer relationship. Specifically, staff were more likely 

to be empowered to conduct AML effectively if the organisation was strongly oriented 

towards CRM, where there was strong top management support for CRM and where 

CRM systems were highly developed and available at the front line 

4. AML had also altered the roles of front line staff where the organisation had a greater 

capacity to change and where there was a CRM champion in the organisation. 

5. At a more general level AML projects were strongly supported where management 

support was strong for CRM, where organisations used new distribution channels (i.e. 

phone, internet), and where the organisation was highly reactive to consumer needs 

6. Front line workers were found to employ two specific techniques which helped them 

identify and manage suspicion: 

a. Posing: Continuing the customer interaction as normal while harbouring and 

verifying suspicions about the customer through that interaction. 
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b. Pre-empting: using their pre-existing knowledge of customer behaviour, gleaned 

from experience, to interpret transactions and other aspects of customer 

behaviour as suspicious or otherwise.  

7. There were no strong influences between AML practices and CRM practices at a 

departmental level. For example, suspicious customer behaviours did not become 

incorporated into consumer profiles used for marketing purposes.  However, where a 

financial crime department found a certain type of account which was attracting fraud 

then marketing departments were involved in alerting customers to be vigilant.  

8. Financial Crime departments experienced an increased workload due to more intensive 

demands for information screening and matching by government following the recent 

public sector budget cuts. 

 

We make a number of recommendations to the industry:  

1.  Customer-facing employees have a range of ‘hidden’ skills which they employ to fulfil 

their AML duties. These skills include using of a form of impression management during 

the customer interaction so that the competing priorities of customer service, sales and 

AML are managed.  The skills are based on tacitly acquired knowledge about ‘normal’ or 

‘expected’ customer behaviour.  AML trainers and financial crime managers may seek to 

collaborate with CRM and sales experts to further define and refine these skills.  These 

could be developed more formally to enable customer-facing employees to better 

manage the complex juggling act which takes between the competing priorities of 

customer service, sales and AML detection. 

2. Greater links may be forged between financial crime/AML specialists in organisations 

and their marketing counterparts in order to inform customers if their account is at risk 

from fraud. There are certain brand advantages to be gained from promoting the fact 

that an organisation is able to protect customers from fraudsters. However this would 

need to be handled sensitively so that it would not be perceived as scaremongering. 
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The following sections of the report give a more comprehensive overview of the research its 

objectives, methods and findings. 

 

BACKGROUND AND RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

In recent times new regulations and laws have been imposed on private organisations to 

monitor their customers in the name of national security and to combat crime and terror. These 

new regulations raise questions about the impact of compliance on core business processes and 

customers. How do organisations incorporate national security regulation into their business 

processes and how is it affected by the way they manage their customer relationships? What 

impact does this have on business outcomes? The Taking Liberties project explores the 

interaction between Customer Relationship Management (CRM) and national security 

surveillance requirements in the financial services and retail travel sectors. The project has 

concentrated on the impact of two governmental regimes that have been implemented to 

ensure UK security; firstly, the electronic monitoring of financial transactions (through Anti 

Money Laundering/Counter Terrorist Finance regulations or AML/CTF) and secondly, the 

monitoring of all journeys made into and out of the UK (through E-Borders regulation).  This 

report details the findings of the work relating to the financial services sector. 

For many financial services organisations monitoring patterns in customer transactions is a well-

established practice, especially where marketing departments use customer data to maintain 

customer relationships. Most commonly known as customer relationship management (CRM), 

this approach involves the mining of information to assess attractiveness priorities and to 

service the needs of targeted customers over a longer period of time. CRM is now widely 

adopted and has proved highly effective, although the sophistication with which it is practised 

varies between firms.  It has a strong link with AML in that significant aspects of AML/CTF unfold 

within the customer relationship.  AML/CTF suspicions arise from the monitoring of financial 

transactions and customer encounters. Furthermore, similar systems and data analysis 

techniques are used in AML and CRM, the difference being that the former focuses on the 

undesirable customers, whereas the latter focuses on the desirable ones. Models of best 

practice in CRM emphasise the integration of its principles into organisational culture and 

frontline working practices as well as systems and strategies. A similar set of guidelines feature 

in the FSA’s best practice guidelines for AML/CTF.  

As the current form of AML/CTF regulations have been in place for some time, a small body of 

academic research has emerged which addresses its impact on participating firms.  Many of 

these findings are critical of the regulations.  As the SOCA watch lists have expanded alongside 

the types of firms which are covered by the regulations, reporting levels have risen 

exponentially, as shown in Figure 1.  A risk-based approach, which leaves participating 

organisations the choice as to where they direct their AML/CTF efforts, initially resulted in a 

round of defensive reporting. Organizations were concerned about the reputational, commercial 
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and, criminal consequences of not reporting something which later turned out to be suspicious. 

A number of studies conducted within the last ten years noted a series of detrimental impacts 

on firms. Sharman and Chaikin (2009) noted that firms felt the training requirements and the 

financial burden of the regulations to be high. Domingos Canhoto (2008) argued that AML/CTF 

compromised the fiduciary duty of financial organisations to their customer, and Ryder (2008) 

suggested that the scheme was heavily reliant on the goodwill of organisations as there was 

little to gain but much to lose from the regulations. Furthermore there were wider 

consequences of the regulations for society. Gill and Taylor (2004), for example, argued that the 

regulations created a financial underclass of those who were considered too risky for financial 

services products and created onerous problems for those who were deemed ‘unusual’ clients.  

Figure 1: No of SARs per annum (Source: SOCA annual reports) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Building on this work, the project had three key objectives: 

1. To identify the uses of customer data in the financial services sector and to understand 

how that data are handled 

2. To determine whether there is any cross fertilization between customer data collection 

and analysis for security purposes and customer data collection and analysis for 

marketing purposes.  

3. To explore the impact of such changes on the role of the CRM expert and on those in 

customer-facing roles in financial services sector organisations. 

 

In this report we focus on the findings as they related to the financial services sector. 
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METHODS 

The project used a mixed methods approach, featuring key informant interviews, a survey, and 

case studies. Seven different industry bodies promoted the survey and we received 281 

responses out of which 85 were complete. We also completed 28 interviews, 19 of which 

featured key informants from the sector (regulators, industry associations and MLROs and 

marketing executives).  In depth access was secured to two organisations: a bank (company A) 

and a building society (company B). A total of 9 case study interviews from these organisations 

were completed.  Access was extremely difficult to achieve due to massive structural upheavals 

in the financial services sector following the banking crisis in 2009- 2010 and the ongoing 

recession in the UK. The subject matter of our research was also sensitive for many 

organisations. 

 

OVERVIEW OF THE RESULTS 

1. AML/CTF has become routinely embedded into the work of larger financial services 

organisations which have benefitted from economies of scale and from sophisticated 

computer systems to help identify suspicious transactions.  Smaller firms have found 

compliance costly by comparison. 

2. A strong relationship was found between CRM sophistication and the ability to adapt to 

AML requirements. This was particularly relevant to those in front line customer service 

roles. Those organisations who had devolved CRM to the front line (an indicator of CRM 

sophistication) found that front line workers were better able to adapt to AML 

requirements. 

3. AML was enacted within the customer relationship. Specifically, staff were more likely 

to be empowered to conduct AML effectively if the organisation was strongly oriented 

towards CRM, where there was strong top management support for CRM and where 

CRM systems were highly developed and available at the front line 

4. AML had also altered the roles of front line staff where the organisation had a greater 

capacity to change and where there was a CRM champion in the organisation. 

5. At a more general level AML projects were strongly supported where management 

support was strong for CRM, where organisations used new distribution channels (i.e. 

phone, internet), and where the organisation was highly reactive to consumer needs 

6. Front line workers were found to employ two specific techniques which helped them 

identify and manage suspicion: 

a. Posing: Continuing the customer interaction as normal while harbouring and 

verifying suspicions about the customer through that interaction. 
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b. Pre-empting: using their pre-existing knowledge of customer behaviour, gleaned 

from experience, to interpret transactions and other aspects of customer 

behaviour as suspicious or otherwise.  

7. There were no strong influences between AML practices and CRM practices at a 

departmental level. For example, suspicious customer behaviours did not become 

incorporated into consumer profiles used for marketing purposes.  However, where a 

financial crime department found a certain type of account which was attracting fraud 

then marketing departments were involved in alerting customers to be vigilant.  

8. Financial Crime departments experienced an increased workload due to more intensive 

demands for information screening and matching by government following the recent 

public sector budget cuts. 

 

RESULTS IN DETAIL 

KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEWS AND SETTING THE SCENE 

We recognised, almost immediately, how AML/CFT regulations required the capture of data at 

great expense to the financial services and there seemed to be no return on this investment. We 

wished to question if or how organisations thought about the potential uses of this data, 

particularly by using CRM systems or models in expanding this potential. Responses from the 

industry varied and findings are dominated by the fact that cross-over is rare. However, what 

does emerge from our findings is how the industry has taken the practice of AML and 

considered it as a positive aspect to their business. Despite there being ‘no profit’ in compliance 

it has, to a degree, been usurped by the industry in demonstrating legitimacy and safety. The 

themes that we concentrate on in this report are cross fertilization and increasing workload for 

financial service staff.  
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SURVEY  

281 people responded to the survey and 85 of these responses were usable. Table one below 

shows the type of organisations who responded to the survey by percentage of total responses: 

           

      Table 1: Type of respondent 

Respondent type Percentage of total responses 

High street bank 17 

Investment bank 14 

Building society 6 

Insurance company 21 

Online/direct bank 16 

Other 26 

Total 100 

 

The survey data revealed there was a fascinating relationship between AML and Customer 

Relationship Management.  Effective AML conduct during the customer interaction was 

influenced by CRM as it arose in the everyday work of customer-facing employees.The survey 

suggested that AML readiness increased where there was strong organisational support for CRM 

at top management level and where CRM systems were available at the front line.  

Specifically: 

1. Staff were more likely to be empowered to conduct AML effectively if the organisation 

was strongly oriented towards CRM, where there was strong top management support 

for CRM and where CRM systems were highly developed and available at the front line 

2. AML had also altered the roles of front line staff where the organisation had a greater 

capacity to change and where there was a CRM champion in the organisation. 

3. At a more general level AML projects were strongly supported where management 

support was strong for CRM, where organisations used new distribution channels (i.e. 

phone, internet), and where the organisation was highly reactive to consumer needs 
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The relationship between these variables is shown in Figure 2, below: 

 

        Figure 2: Statistically significant relationships between AML and CRM variables. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The survey data also revealed a range of CRM sophistication levels amongst responding 

organisations.  Just over 40% of respondents reported that their organisation had a CRM team.  

Most respondents reported that their organisations had a strong stated desire for relationship 

management, and an organisational culture that had a flexible approach to innovation and 

change.  Many respondents felt that CRM had a strong champion in their own organisation, and 

that CRM projects were proactively supported by senior management – but such views were not 

universally expressed.  Many respondents felt that the ways in which their organisations 

captured and analysed data, and the ways in which staff were trained, had changed as a result 

of their AML activities. 
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CASE STUDIES 

In-depth case study interviews were conducted in two organisations:   

Company A: A large bank with a high street branch network. Company A offers personal 

banking products, mortgages, insurance and investment products as well as tax and 

financial advisory services. Eight employees, from the branch network and the financial 

crime department were interviewed 

Company B: A medium sized building society with a high street branch network which 

offers personal banking products, mortgages, insurance and investment products. Three 

employees from the branch and (very small) financial crime department participated in 

the research.  

The case study interviews explored the intersection between AML and CRM which was initially 

highlighted by the survey.  The central role played by front line staff is shown in the two 

quotations below, which emphasise the importance of vigilance and due diligence: 

If we’re not vigilant in the branch, that’s going to affect the customer, they’re going to 

give us a bad feedback, they’re not going to be happy, so therefore they’re not going to 

recommend us to other people, then have a knock on effect with our sales. (Interviewee 

28, Company B) 

…so we have a mixture of system support, which probably only forms 30%, 40% of our 

controls, and the rest of it is due diligence … by the staff, which I still think is probably 

the most effective. (Interviewee 18, Company A) 

Most importantly, two specific activities, informed by CRM, enabled customer-facing staff to 

carry out their AML activities effectively. We have termed these activities ‘Posing’ and ‘Pre-

empting’. (We noted that some other activities carried out by customer-facing staff, such as 

checking documents, were specific to AML.) 

‘Posing’ refers to how well the front line employee can maintain the veneer of a normal sales or 

customer service encounter when they have deep suspicions about the customer. This was 

achieved through the art of conversation.  The following quotes illustrate this point: 

But we have certain things that we say to people so we always try and generate a 

report, and then our report generation we might say things on the lines of… can I come 

with you, you just make it a little bit chatty. What that does is obviously the customer 

then starts divulging information, does that fit with what they’re doing, who they are 

and their use of the account. (Interviewee 22, Company A) 

 

Let’s say they come back in a couple of days to get a decision, it could be that there are 

notes from fraud on there, from AML, because they’re checking things.  And we’ll say, 
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you just have to wait a couple of days, it’s still coming through, we’re still waiting for the 

result from the team.  So what we do is, we just tell them it’s still going through.  Not 

letting on in any way that we’re checking into them, basically. (Interviewee 25, Company 

A) 

…if you’ve got a customer that’s paying £5,000 in cash, we would want to know where 

this £5,000 in cash has come from. And if it’s already bundled up it may have come from 

another bank or something like that. And so we could probably say to them, ‘have you 

had this from the bank,’ so that it makes it look like it’s easier for us to count it because 

it’s already in bands. And say, have you had this from the bank? It’s all good; it’s all 

made up in bundles already for us. And that way then that would get them talking: oh, 

I’ve just sold my car or I’ve sold a caravan; yes, I’ve drawn it out of my ISA because I need 

to pay into this account. And just a simple thing like that could get them answering all 

types of questions. (Interviewee 28, Company B) 

 

This employee delightfully describes the technique as ‘dancing with customers’: 

…we used to say, what we call dancing with customers.  And I still think it works, 

because the way it is, you speak to a customer and you build a rapport with them.  And it 

is like you’re dancing, because, after awhile, you speak to a customer and you know 

what will work and what won’t.  If I’m approaching some customers, you’ve got to be 

stone cold, you’ve got to be to the point, and some, you can have a bit of a laugh with 

them.  And you build a bit of a rapport. (Interviewee 25, Company A) 

‘Pre-empting’ refers to the employee’s tacit knowledge about consumer behaviour in general 

which is mobilised when identifying suspicious behaviour or a suspicious transaction. Here are 

two examples, both from customer-facing employees: 

You get people coming through and you look at your account and you’re thinking, that’s 

not right.  They’re getting benefits here, but they’ve got, X amount of grant coming in 

and it’s going out.  And I set a lot of things off, as part of my job, just on the fraud team, 

just to say, I’m not happy with this on the account, it could be this, could be that.  I don’t 

want to keep it back, but it’s just I’ve done my part then.  (Interviewee 25, Company A) 

And the account has had £200 in, maximum, for four years and all of a sudden you’ve 

got £35,000 coming in - well, where has this come from. Obviously it just sends alarm 

bells ringing but that’s the kind of vigilance and awareness you need to at least try and 

have so that the bank doesn't end up losing money. (Interviewee 28, Company A) 

 

These two specific activities demonstrate how CRM and AML interact with each other although 

they are not always easy bedfellows. Some interviewees noted how difficult it was to balance 

the two responsibilities. However, we conclude that the effectiveness with which staff conduct a 
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customer interaction and their knowledge of ‘normal’ or ‘expected’ customer behaviours, which 

is strongly rooted in CRM, are critical aspects of AML practice.   

 

CROSS FERTILISATION BETWEEN AML AND MARKETING 

Earlier we noted that there was little cross fertilisation between AML and CRM at a 

departmental level. The following two quotes illustrate this.  Data generated through AML 

processes was not shared across the organisation (for example, to inform consumer profiles), 

and if it was shared, it was shared on a ‘need to know’ basis. The first quote is from a member of 

the financial crime team at one of the case studies. They highlight how their department does 

not feed any information outside of its boundaries:  

…the only team that our work sometimes feeds into is we have obviously our internal 

security and risk management teams. Now they deal with sometimes it could be internal 

matters, or it could be external matters where maybe we feel a customer is being 

scammed, so we can then feed that information on to them and say what we think: you 

need to look at this. But as regards any other department, we don’t feed it to anyone.  

(Interviewee 23, Company A) 

Another financial crime employee explains how they may use profiling (and later, contact with 

the company’s marketing department) to identify customers who are likely to be the subject of 

a particular kind of scam.  

This is a few hundred customers that have been…subjected to this boiler room fraud; do 

we have any customers that look like that?  So, we’d do a profile on those.  The idea 

behind that is then to be able to potentially, and this isn’t [unclear], it’s going to work 

out, potentially write out to all the people that look like that to say just be aware you 

might be vulnerable to boiler room type scams. (interviewee 18, Company A) 

 

Case study interviewees acknowledged that more could be made of warning customers in this 

way.  They observed that this could then be made part of the organisation’s reputation as one 

which took the protection of customers’ accounts seriously, thus creating a potential source of 

competitive advantage.  

 

FINANCIAL CRIME DEPARTMENTS: WORKLOAD 

In the financial crime departments studied employees were reporting increased workloads 

because of increasing demands from government agencies alongside their internal duties. It is 

important that this point is made explicit; these employees were carrying the AML regulatory 

burden in that they satisfied requests from external government agencies (SOCA, HM Treasury, 

Department of Work and Pensions, UK Border Agency etc.) as well as supporting branch and call 
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centre employees in their AML/CTF detection duties. As government departments are absorbing 

cuts, more work is being passed to the financial institutions. As threat levels surrounding the UK 

continue to be high and the public sector cuts predominate this situation is set to continue.  The 

following quotes speak for themselves: 

So we do find a lot, not a lot, but we do, we have found about, say, 15 to 20 matches so 

far in the last four months. So …they've recently issued loads, SOCA released eight SOCA 

alerts in July, HM Treasury seemed to send a new sanctions notification every week or 

so, and then that's where the problems come in. (Interviewee 26, Company B) 

 

The same employee outlines how public sector cuts have been adversely affecting their 

operations: 

 

And the guidance around that wasn't very forthcoming, it was, ‘do the best you can and 

flag any concerns.’ …And those were pretty much the words from the guys at Treasury, 

because they're snowed under because they've had a 25% budget reduction. So they've 

had to lose a quarter of staff, which meant the turnaround times for all these 

transactions that we were having diverted were taking longer, which had put more 

pressure on the banks, which were then having to hold difficult conversations with 

customers, especially if the transactions were for a large amount, why are you holding 

her up? Can't tell you, because it's tipping off. So you do have a bit of friction. 

(Interviewee 26, Company B) 

 

Internal auditing and checking also generates large amounts of work: 

Depending on obviously the rotation of work we can deal with kind of manual work, 

which is, as I say, is any work that’s come from the business, be it [outsourced 

investigation agency] [related companies], anywhere like that, even our financial 

advisors, if there’s any problems or suspicions they get; that comes to us to work. We 

also have our system as well. Now on a monthly basis that would run set parameters 

looking at the whole of our customer base, and if that spots anything which it feels is 

suspicious, that would fire an alert as well: a very busy area; a very, very busy area. …we 

have to work within the service level agreements as well, and the amount of work that 

comes through this is amazing. (Interviewee 23, Company A) 
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This brief report has highlighted some of the key findings of the financial services sector element 

of the Taking Liberties project.  Reflecting on our objectives, we conclude that AML and CRM are 

very closely linked at the customer services front line of the organisation, and yet more 

separate, although supported, further up the hierarchy.  To this end, customer data has a dual 

purpose, used for CRM and AML purposes simultaneously at the front line.  We observed 

specific skills and recently increased workloads for those AML specialists and front line workers 

alike.  

 

We make the following recommendations to participants which we hope will be helpful: 

1. Customer-facing employees have a range of ‘hidden’ skills which they employ to fulfil 

their AML duties. These skills range from their use of a form of impression management 

which is mobilised during the customer interaction so that the competing priorities of 

customer service, sales and AML are managed, to the use of tacitly acquired knowledge 

about customers to identify anything suspicious.  AML trainers and financial crime 

managers may seek to collaborate with CRM and sales experts to further define these 

skills.  These could then be developed more formally to enable customer-facing 

employees to better manage the complex juggling act which takes between the 

competing priorities of customer service, sales and AML detection. 

2. Greater links may be forged between financial crime/AML specialists in organisations 

and their marketing counterparts in order that customers can be informed if their 

account is at risk from fraud. There are certain brand advantages to be gained from 

promoting the fact that an organisation is able to protect customers from fraudsters. 

However this would need to be handled sensitively so that it would not be perceived as 

scaremongering. 

 

We would like to thank most warmly those who freely gave their time to help us conduct this 

research.  If you would like to discuss these results with us further, please do not hesitate to 

contact Dr Keith Spiller (k.spiller@open.ac.uk) or Dr Kirstie Ball (k.s.ball@open.ac.uk ) 
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